The Treatment of Adolescent Transsexuals: Changing Insights
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ABSTRACT

Introduction. Treatment of individuals with gender identity disorder (GID) has in medicine nearly always met with a great deal of skepticism. Professionals largely follow the Standards of Care of the World Professional Association for Transgender Health. For adolescents, specific guidelines have also been issued by the British Royal College of Psychiatrists.

Aim. To describe the stepwise changes in treatment policy which, in recent years, have been made by the team of the Gender Identity Clinic at the VU University Medical Center in Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

Methods. The first step taken to treat adolescents was that, after careful evaluation, (cross-sex hormone) treatment could start between the ages of 16 and 18 years. A further step was the suppression of puberty by means of gonadotropin-releasing hormone analogs in 12–16 year olds; the latter serves also as a diagnostic tool. Very recently, other clinics in Europe and North America have followed this policy.

Results. The first results from the Amsterdam clinic show that this policy is promising.

Conclusions. Professionals who take responsibility for these youth and are willing to help should yet be fully aware of the impact of their interventions. In this article, the pros and cons of the various approaches to youngsters with GID are presented, hopefully inciting a sound scientific discussion of the issue.
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Introduction

Sex reassignment for individuals with gender identity disorder (GID), often called transsexuals, has in medicine nearly always met with a degree of skepticism and equivocation [1–5]. McHugh [5], for example, stated that he found it hard to understand how the belief of a man “that he is a woman trapped in a man’s body differs from the feelings of a patient with anorexia nervosa that she is obese despite her emaciated, cachectic state. We don’t do liposuction on anorexics. So why amputate the genitals of these patients?” (p. 111). Rather than seen as a way to relief psychic pain, sex reassignment is regarded as “tampering” with the integrity of a healthy body. Such views are even more outspoken when it comes to the treatment of young people. It is felt that, if ever, only in adulthood gender identity is sufficiently consolidated to allow for decisions regarding invasive, and irreversible interventions such as hormonal and surgical therapy [2].

With the state of the art medicine in 2008, the (patho-) biological basis of GID is still poorly
understood, and its diagnosis relies totally on psychological methods. Research on post mortem brains of male-to-female transsexuals (MtFs) and one female-to-male transsexual (FtM) has demonstrated that one of the sex-dimorphic brain nuclei, the central part of the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis, shows all characteristics of opposite—sex differentiation [6,7]. Unfortunately, these brain structures are too small in size to visualize with presently available imaging techniques of the brain, and the (temporal) relationship between the development and size of these brain structures and the development of a GID is far from clear. This implies that the diagnosis of GID still relies on a subjective report of a person verified by a mental health professional using diagnostic criteria as spelled out in the widely used psychiatric classification system Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders IV-TR [8]. Because of the far-reaching nature of the interventions, professionals largely follow the Standards of Care [9] of the World Professional Association for Transgender Health, formerly called the Harry Benjamin International Gender Dysphoria Association. For adolescents, specific guidelines also exist of the British Royal College of Psychiatrists [10]. In both guidelines, the diagnostic process is lengthy and takes place in several stages. This is important because 80–95% of the prepubertal children with GID will no longer experience a GID in adolescence [11–13].

First, there is a diagnostic phase in which the actual diagnosis of GID is made, and an estimation is made of potential risk factors for post-treatment regret. Then, during a phase called the “real life test” or “real life experience,” both clinician and patient check whether the applicant is able to live satisfactorily in the desired gender role. Only if the real life experience had been successful, the applicant will be eligible for sex reassignment surgery (SRS).

Some find a diagnostic process as described, especially for young applicants, a less than solid foundation for a medical intervention impinging on the physical integrity of the body [2]. They refer to classical medical ethical adages such as “in dubio absine” (when in doubt, abstain from intervention) and “primum non nocere” (first, do no harm). For a long time, health professionals have waited till their patients have reached young adulthood, or, in general, the age of legal consent to medical treatment, even though these adolescents make very clear that they find their pubertal physical changes unbearable.

Besides the professional consideration that the condition can only be diagnosed with certainty in adulthood (see also below), some health care providers might also fear disapproval of the peer group, reactions of the correctional medical boards, or litigation.

Changes in Policy

The Amsterdam VU university medical center treats 98% of the Dutch transsexuals. About 20 years ago, when a few adolescents with an overwhelming and clear-cut GID came to the attention of clinicians [14], the decision was taken to start the sex reassignment (SR) procedure before adulthood. Despite many years of psychotherapy, gender dysphoria had not abated in these youngsters. Many of the problems they were struggling with seemed to be the consequence rather than the cause of their GID. They were very lucid about their situation, had no psychopathology that would obtrude their self-assessment, and were able to cope with the process of transitioning to the other sex. There was also strong parental support for the treatment decision. This convinced us to make a change in policy and we decided to treat subjects younger than 18 years hormonally. Males were treated with anti-androgens first and with estrogens a few months later provided they appeared to do well; females were treated first with progesterone to stop menstrual bleeding and androgens later [15]. The minimum age set then for this treatment was 16 years. Although, in the Netherlands, adolescents are from the age of 16 years on legally competent to make decisions on their medical treatment, parents were required to endorse the request for treatment, which always was the case. Parents had been involved in the earlier diagnostic process and were of the conviction that hormonal and subsequent surgical treatment was the only acceptable solution to alleviate the suffering of their child.

In several studies this protocol has been evaluated [16–18]. From these studies it appeared that the youth who were selected for early hormone treatment (starting between 16 and 18 years) no longer suffered from gender dysphoria, and that 1–5 years after surgery, they were socially and psychologically functioning not very different from their peers. Their scores on various psychological instruments, such as a shortened Dutch form of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory and the Symptom Check List-90 [19], were considerably more favorable than scores of a group of
Arguments Pro-Pubertal Delay

There are a number of reasons for allowing adolescents to start with the GnRH analogs.

First, delaying the start of treatment (even under 16 years) has its psychological drawbacks. Some individuals who have shown a pattern of extreme cross-sex identification from toddlerhood onwards develop psychological problems, such as depression, suicidality, anorexia, or social phobias, which are consequences of the agony about the pubertal physical development rather than comorbidity unrelated to the GID. This burden can adversely affect social and intellectual development. Patients and their parents often report that halting the physical features of puberty is an immediate relief of the patients’ suffering.

Second, pubertal suppression may give adolescents, together with the attending health professional, more time to explore their gender identity, without the distress of the developing secondary sex characteristics. The precision of the diagnosis may thus be improved.

Third, the child who will live permanently in the desired gender role as an adult may be spared the torment of (full) pubescent development of the “wrong” secondary sex characteristics (e.g., a low voice and male facial features for the ones who will live as women, and breasts and a short stature [males are on average 12 cm taller than women] for the ones who will live as men). This is obviously an enormous and life-long disadvantage. Ross and Need [21] found that postoperative psychopathology was primarily associated with factors that made it difficult for transsexuals to pass postoperatively successfully as members of their new sex. If the adolescents would make a social gender change without receiving hormone treatment, they may fail to be perceived by others as a member of the desired sex and be easy targets for harassment or violence.

Subjects who had been treated in adulthood in the Amsterdam clinic, and scores were in the normal range as compared to normative samples. By contrast, there was also a cohort of adolescents presenting with gender dysphoria, who after long-term assessment (which, depending on the degree of gender dysphoria and nonrelated pathology, could take a year or even longer) were not deemed eligible for early treatment, and they did not pursue SR at later ages. So, the burden of the GID, the unabating pursuit of SR, and clinical assessment provided by our clinic appeared to provide acceptable selection criteria for good candidates for SR before adulthood. Over the last 5–6 years the age of adolescents applying for SR has dropped considerably. It is no longer unusual to have 12-year-olds presenting at gender identity clinics with the wish to undergo SR. Most are accompanied and supported by their parents. These youngsters are no longer willing to wait for many years, knowing that the alienating experience of development of the secondary sex characteristics of their biological sex by then will have been completed and can only be incompletely reversed at a high price of medical interventions. Clinics with a good deal of experience with gender dysphoric juveniles such as in Gent, Boston, Oslo, and Toronto recently started to offer (or refer for) medical interventions before the age of 16 years provided hormonal puberty has started, and has progressed to at least Tanner stage 2. Other criteria for a start with gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) analogs are: (i) a presence of gender dysphoria from early childhood on; (ii) an increase of the gender dysphoria after the first pubertal changes; (iii) an absence of psychiatric comorbidity that interferes with the diagnostic work-up or treatment; (iv) adequate psychological and social support during treatment; and (v) a demonstration of knowledge and understanding of the effects of GnRH, cross-sex hormone treatment, surgery, and the social consequences of sex reassignment. Treatment consists of administration of GnRH analogs blocking the hormonal puberty of their biological sex. No cross-sex hormones are administered at this stage. In our view, these early hormonal interventions should not be considered as sex reassignment per se. Their effects are reversible. By blocking, delaying or “freezing” puberty by means of GnRH analogs time is “bought” [20]. The peace of mind of the adolescent provides more opportunity to explore with the mental health professional the applicant’s wish for SR thoroughly. The prospect of the
Fourth, early treatment will likely make certain forms of surgery redundant or less invasive (e.g., breast reduction in FtMs and maxillo-facial surgery in MtFs).

Fifth, follow-up studies among adult transsexuals show that unfavorable postoperative outcome seems to be related to a late rather than an early start of the sex reassignment procedure (for reviews, see [22–24]). Age at time of assessment also emerged as a factor differentiating two groups of MtFs with and without postoperative regrets [25].

Sixth, youth who have no access to regular treatment may try to find illicit sources of medication (Internet and older peers) and turn away from any professional health care all together.

There is increasing evidence that GID is not a matter of choice or caused (solely) by environmental factors, such as poor parenting. We are still far from understanding which factors are necessary or sufficient for an atypical gender identity development [26]. Biological factors do seem to play a role [6,7,27–29] and may contribute to persistent GID (see below).

**Arguments Against Pubertal Delay**

Some assume that it is not possible to make a definitive diagnosis of GID in adolescence, because in this developmental phase gender identity is still fluctuating; others fear that preventing secondary sex characteristics to develop will inhibit a “spontaneous formation of a consistent gender identity, which sometimes develops through the ‘crisis of gender’” (see also [30]). These points raise the question of what is actually known about the persistence of GID in juveniles. If childhood GID does not persist over time it would be less than desirable to provide early somatic treatment. As mentioned earlier, symptoms of GID at prepubertal ages decrease or even disappear in a considerable percentage of children (estimates range from 80–95%) [11,13]. Therefore, any intervention in childhood would seem premature and inappropriate. However, GID persisting into early puberty appears to be highly persistent [31]: at the Amsterdam gender identity clinic for adolescents, none of the patients who were diagnosed with a GID and considered eligible for SR dropped out of the diagnostic or treatment procedures or regretted SR [16–18]. Even some of those who were not eligible to start treatment before the age of 18 years because of serious psychiatric comorbidity, extremely adverse living circumstances, or a combination of both, persisted in their wish for SR. Because their other problems had to be addressed before they were regarded eligible to start SR successfully, their treatment was usually delayed until after 18 years of age.

Another potential risk of blocking pubertal development relates to the development of bone mass and growth, both typical events of hormonal puberty, and of brain development. In theory, peak bone mass may not be achieved and/or there might be body segment disproportion. However, the first data of a Dutch cohort of adolescents who have been treated with GnRH analogs suggest that, after an initial slowing in bone maturation, it significantly caught up after the commencement of cross-sex steroid hormone treatment [32]. A parallel may be drawn with children with a (constitutionally) delayed puberty who are similarly exposed to sex steroids beyond the normal age of puberty. There are indications that these children develop a lower bone mineral density than children who go through puberty at a normal age but the differences are not large [33]. It has also been reported that these differences might be attributed to the methods of measuring properties of bone [33,34]. Body proportions, as measured by sitting height and sitting-height/height ratio, remained in the normal range [32]. Early treatment may result in a final height for MtFs that is in the normal female range. For FtMs, a timely administration of oxandrolone may result in acceptable male height [32]. Effects of suppression of the hormones of puberty on brain development are currently studied, and not known yet. Clinically, there seem to be no effects on social, emotional, and school functioning, but potential effects may be too subtle to observe during the follow-up sessions by clinical assessment alone.

Finally, for the MtFs a non-normal pubertal phallic growth, the genital tissue available for vaginoplasty may be less than optimal. However, appropriate adjusted techniques exist to deal with the shortage of tissue [35].

**Ethical and Legal Aspects**

Are adolescents able to make their own decisions when it comes to medical treatment? According to Dutch law, adolescents from 16 years on are legally competent to make a treatment choice, even without parental consent, because it is assumed that they are able to fully understand the pros and cons of a treatment. These, and possible alternative treatments, should have been explained.
In the field of treatment of young adolescents, it may be that the adage “in dubio abstine” needs to be reconsidered. Particularly when there are research opportunities to lessen this “dubium” to the benefit of those who suffer from gender dysphoria.
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